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Local long jumper
makes leaps on
and off the track

LOCAL NEWS

Department of Environment

Request for Proposal (RFP)
The Department of Environment invites proposals from interested and
qualified individuals for the Salt Water Tank Specialist Consultancy.
This consultancy is under the “Conserving Biodiversity and reducing
habitat degradation in Protected Areas and their areas of influence Project”.
Detailed Request for Proposal for service and scope of work documents can be downloaded from the website: http://
environment.gov.kn/employment/
For further information please contact us at 869-466-8535

Proposal Deadline:

Kizan David takes ﬂights during a long jump event

By Loshaun Dixon

St. Kitts and Nevis
long jumper Kizan
David has been making
huge leaps on and off
the track at his school
in North America after
he and two of his team
mates were selected
to the Google Cloud
Academic All-District
first team.

the field, including at
the NCAA Division
II Outdoor Track &
Field Championships
after taking third in the
triple jump and fifth in
the long jump.

and Cauldwell will
now be eligible for
the
Capital
One/
CoSIDA Academic
All-American team,
which will be released
later this year.

David was the runner-up in the long
jump and won a title
in the 4x100m relay at the MIAA
Outdoor Track & Field
Championships and
was also the national
runner-up in the long
jump during indoor
season.

David
attended
Saddlers Secondary
School and is known
as one of the top long
jumpers in St. Kitts
and Nevis. He has a
personal best of 7.69m
in the long jump done
in May and a best of
15.36m in the Triple
Jump accomplished in
2018.

David was selected
along with Renea
Ambersley and Diana
Cauldwell,
who
all attend Lincoln
Lincoln
University, to the The
University
men’s
Google Cloud team.
track and field team
According to the is in third place
the
NCAA
school’s website, the at
honours were voted Division II Outdoor
upon by the College Championships.
Sports
Information
highlighted
Directors of America David
(CoSIDA) in each the day for LU with
district last month. a third-place result in
the triple jump, as he
David, a sophomore posted a wind assisted
with a computer infor- distance of 15.83m.
mation systems major
and a 3.88 grade point With their selecaverage. He has also tions to the allearned multiple All- district first team,
Ambersley
American awards on David,

The 2018-19 Google
Cloud Academic AllDistrict Men’s and
Women’s
At-Large
Teams recognises the
nation’s top studentathletes for their combined performances in
the athletic realm and
in the classroom. The
programme separately
recognises outstanding student-athletes
in four divisions —
NCAA Division I,
NCAA Division II,
NCAA Division III
and NAIA.
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EDITORIAL

The Right
Name
When a child is born, the parent is asked to name the child.
Sometimes one name is given, sometimes more. Then, as the
child grows, a nickname, an aka, an alias, a pet name is acquired.
Sometimes it’s the parent who issues the name, which, in old days,
was considered a protection of the baby from evil spirits.
The surname is mandated by law. According to international
norms, the surname follows the paternal line. Thus, it is a given
that the child carries the surname of the father, except where the
name of the father is not listed.
In times gone by, the Registrar was not allowed to list the daddy’s
name unless he and the mother were married. That changed after
independence. Nowadays, if the male agrees, his name can be
entered as the father. That got rid of the stigma of illegitimacy,
the concept of putative fatherhood, and enhanced chances of
inheritances.
Thus it was that the patron for Culturama has a “right name” and
an also-known-as name. We congratulate her on this honour, and
note that she did not set out to confuse. Others have.
In today’s social media world, many persons have created alter
egos behind which they hide and do mischievous work on line.
It took a while, but now these things have come under scrutiny.
The USA has decided that, when applying for a US Visa, one
must declare all social media accounts over the past five years.
All. Better not hide any either because they have ways of knowing! Don’t try to erase or shut down accounts either, as the virtual
handprint is recoverable.
While this may not “clean up” social media, it is certain to force
persons to carefully consider what is put on line. There is no
hiding behind fake names anymore. Now more than ever, actions
have consequences.
What’s in a name, fake or real? Now we may get to know. The
USA is trying to protect itself from evil spirits.

APPLY NOW FOR
SEPTEMBER
2019 INTAKE
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Harris calls
for “inclusive
development”
in region
Prime Minister Dr.
Timothy Harris called
for ensuring “development that is inclusive”
so that “our young and
vulnerable populations
can feel that they are
part of progress and
development in the region,” at an annual meeting of the Caribbean
Development
Bank
(CDB).
Harris also
Dr. Harris’ broad-ranged
address on behalf of
Borrowing
Member
Countries (BMCs) was
widely acclaimed for
his incisive proposals
on how they can resolve
urgent and ongoing developmental and structural challenges.
Inclusive Development
Fairer
Criteria
for
Accessing Aid in Light
of Vulnerability to
Natural Disasters
Dr. Harris voiced concerns about the graduation of some BMCs on
the basis of their per
capita Gross Domestic
Product
(GDP).
Having graduated to
high-income level, the
Federation of St. Kitts
and Nevis and some
other high- and middleincome small-island developing states (SIDS)
are not eligible for
preferential borrowing
rates that lower income
economies can access.
Prime Minister Harris
proposes a fairer system
of assessing countries,
which takes their vulnerability to exogenous
shocks such as natural
disasters into account.
As for responding to
and being better prepared to face natural
disasters, the Prime

Minister recommended
that there be “new models and instruments.”
He indicated that the
need for quick response
is important, “If we are
going to be resilient,
if we are going to harmonise hope within the
population.”
He also called for the
bank’s assistance in
“bringing more people
into the mainstream”
and providing additional
opportunities
“so they could find
their own pathways for
development.”
The Prime Minister also
said he looked forward
to the CDB providing
further assistance in
reducing poverty in the
region and urged for
there to be “the delineation of the appropriate
transformational strategies” to confront this
issue.
June 7th, 2019
PORT OF SPAIN –
With his bold vision and
insightful recommendations for achieving economic transformation in
the Caribbean region,
Prime Minister Dr. the
Honourable
Timothy
Harris has excited delegates who attended
the recently concluded
49th Annual Meeting
of
the
Caribbean
Development
Bank
(CDB).
Dr. Harris addressed the
conference on pressing issues, such as the
critical importance of
attaining food sovereignty, tackling the perennial issue of poverty,
mitigating the effects
of natural disasters and
reducing crime. In his
stirring address, Dr.

Harris encouraged the
CDB to assist further in
heading off threats confronting the Caribbean,
such as crime, which he
said is “one of the challenges of the region.”
The Prime Minister of
St. Kitts and Nevis also
advocated for the collaborative development
of a digital economy.
Agriculture
its
Importance
Development

and
to

As for agricultural development, the Prime
Minister said the leakage of foreign exchange
from the importation of
food “is a significant
one.”
Dr. Harris stated that
a unified approach to
food production could
assist in having more
funds available for
dealing with regional
health issues such as
non-communicable
diseases (NCDs). “We
have to have oneness,”
he asserted.
Prime Minister Harris
also stressed that a
boost in agricultural
production could help
to rectify balance of
payments imbalances.
Digital Transformation
- an Enabler and Driver
of Economic Growth
With respect to building out the digital
economy, he said that
would be critical for
the region’s participation in the modern
global community.
“It would also provide
opportunities as an
enabler and driver of
economic growth,” Dr.
Harris affirmed. “We
have to ensure we develop our own digital

Prime Minister Dr. the Hon. Timothy Harris pictured at the Caribbean Development
Bank’s (CDB) 49th Annual Board of Governors Meeting. Next to the Prime Minister
is Financial Secretary in the Government of St. Kitts and Nevis, Mrs. Hilary Hazel.

capacity,” he added.
The Prime Minister
of St. Kitts and Nevis
observed that ensuring affordability and
accessibility would be
critical to the success of
this endeavour, so he proposed that there be a concerted regional approach.
There is a need for entrepreneurial leadership
in the digital economy,
the Prime Minister

further stated. The Prime
Minister also said the
“perennial challenge”
is achieving economic
transformation that involves the entire region.

Kitts-Nevis’ Governor
at the CDB. He is
also chairman of the
Caribbean Community
( C A R I C O M )
grouping.

During the conference,
there were positive responses to the recommendations outlined in
Dr. Harris’ vision for
regional transformation.

The conference, which
was attended by some
400 delegates, focused
on a number of strategies to create economic
transformation among
CDB members.

The Prime Minister is St.
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Alliance Française to host free music day
By Kenichi Serino

The Alliance Français
will be hosting La
Fête de la Musique--a
free evening of music,
culture and community--in celebration of
World Music Day on
June 21.

live in the Federation
and will be held at
the Alliance Français
lawns from 4pm until
9pm.

organised in a lot of
cities in the world and
in a lot of countries. It
started in France when
we had some policies
of getting more people into the practice
of the culture, to get
more people practising
music, art, etc,” said
Moncaut.

Alliance Français St.
Kitts and Nevis director Marine Moncaut
said World Music Day
was started in France
and is now held around
Moncaut said the
The event will include the world.
Alliance was still
amateur and professional musicians who “World Music Day is taking applicants to

perform and expected
there to be about 1520 acts in all. Local
musicians will be featured as will French
language
students
and the winners of
the Alliance’s recent
French singing competition. A local Haitian
band is also expected
to perform.
While many of the
acts will be singing

The Alliance Français will be hosting La Fête de la
Musique--a free evening of music, culture and community--in celebration of World Music Day on June 21

in French, any artist performing in any
language is welcome.
Performers, both amateur and professional,
are welcome as are
people of any age.
Children, teens and
adults are all welcome.

the year. It also concludes the end of the
Alliance’s
regular
school year programming, though summer classes and other
events will continue.

“That’s the concept of
the Fête of music it
has to be accessible so
people have to feel it’s
not too high level or
something. They have
to feel comfortable to
look, to come, to stay
here or to come on
stage.”

The event is also the
launch of a new service in partnership
with Island Bakeries
to sell French baked
goods. Moncout said
the Friday event will
also teach visitors how
to enjoy French bread.

Moncaut said World
Music Day is scheduled to coincide with
the Summer Solstice,
the longest day of

“If you eat the baguette the day after it’s
like eating a table. So
we have to educate of
explaining this type of
bread,” Moncout said.

The June 21 Fête is
not the only event the
Moncaut said the Fête Alliance is planning.
will also encourage On June 14, they are
members of the public holding a “Bread Fête”
to celebrate French
to visit the Alliance.
baked goods. Moncout
“There are a lot of said the evening will
people who think this include French food
place is only for French and wine and also be
people or for people informational.
who are interested in
French culture but “It’s a different kind of
with this kind of event bread with a different
we open our doors to kind of process with a
different people from different kind of flour,”
said Moncout.
the public,” she said.
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SKN referees shine in
international friendly
two years the St. Kitts
and Nevis Football
Association has fully
Last week’s interna- established a referee
tional soccer match department headed by
Ramsey,”
between the United Malcolm
States and Jamaica had Jacobs said.
a special significance
for St. Kitts and Nevis He said the the referee
as the entire refereeing department is responpanel for the game was sible for the overall
from the Federation- training and develop-the first time a team ment of referees.
from this country had
officiated so high-pro- “It has been a tremendous success since we
file of an event.
have launched this deKimbell Ward, Ike partment…We continInniss, Mario Parry ue to invest significant
and Tristley Bassue time and resources into
By Loshaun Dixon

member association Federation’s successtake responsibility for ful FIFA referees.
training referees.
“I think in particular
“FIFA is adamant and Greame Browne and
cognisant of the fact Kimbell Ward has rethat we need to have ally open up the eyes
the best referees in the of people to see the
game and the game opportunities that are
is continually chang- there in refereeing.
ing as well with the They have led the
use of technology. It
tells you the direction
FIFA is heading, the
need for continuous
training and the need
for ensuring that the
degree of accuracy is
as close to 100 percent as possible.”

Referees Kimbell Ward, Ike Inniss, Mario Parry and Tristley Bassue with both captains
at the start of the United States--Jamaica game

served as officials for
the game which saw
the Jamaicans causing
an upset of the home
side in Washington,
DC.
General Secretary of
the St. Kitts and Nevis
Football Association
(SKNFA)
Stanley
Jacobs congratulated
the four referees and
spoke to what this
achievement
means
to St. Kitts and Nevis
football.
“This is an excellent achievement that
speaks volumes to our
referee development
and our commitment
to continuing the development of our referees. Over the past

Jacobs also spoke to
the recruitment of
referees in St. Kitts
and Nevis, noting the
SKNFA is pleased
with the number of
individuals
Jacobs said the SKNFA young
have approximately 50 both male and female
referees that service that are interested in
the local leagues and becoming referees.
are at varying levels
of their career and de- “Over the years we
velopment. There are have seen a signifialso six officials on the cant increase in the
international FIFA list, number of young pertwo referees and four sons that are coming
forward to be referassistant referees.
ees. I think persons
He said it was impor- are seeing it as an
tant to have a strong opportunity to excel
refereeing core to the not just locally but
development of the internationally.”
sport as they both go
hand in hand. Since He added that new
2010 FIFA has mandat- interest in officiating
ed that each country’s is the result of the
the training of the referees and we believe
it is yielding dividends both locally and
internationally.”

way and other young their head office in
persons are coming Miami.
along.”
Last year Kimbell
The assignment of Ward was among the
the
Federation’s candidates for refreferees for inter- eree of the year in
national games was CONCACAF, finishthe responsibility of ing third in voting
the
confederation overall.
CONCACAF
from
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CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS
Vacancy
REAL ESTATE

Vacancy
REAL
ESTATE EMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT REAL
ESTATE REAL ESTATE
EMPLOYMENT Vacancy
EMPLOYMENT
Vacancy
SPIRITUALITY
Vacancy

Banyan Tree Farm
Seeking Gardener
Contact : 665-2462

Vacancy
New Generation
Heavy Equipment
Seeking a heavy
equipment operator
Contact: 665-2310

The Runaway Grill
New Castle is looking for Qualified and
experienced staff
Line Cook, Pizza
Staff and Servers.
Apply in person
between 2 and 6 P.M.

Handyman
needed

(869) 663-1494

Building maintenance
3 Kings Services
contact 665-1926

Vacancy

Land for sale
Hanley’s Estate
6-7 ec per sq.ft
Contact :6629776

Vacancy
Tropical Engineering
Needs Shutter Installer
/ Service Technician
Contact: 763-5547

Vacancy
RSJ Enterprise
ONE DRIVER, SALES
CLERCK & CHEF
POBOX 638

Vacancy
Needs One reliable
male, between ages
of 25 to 40 years
Must have knowledge
of carpentry and be
able to do minor repairs
Limited Supervision
and have a drivers license
Contact: 664-9349

Vacancy
Kebo’s Garage
Needs a Secretary
& Cashier
Contact: 667-1967

Bernard Construction
Services
Wanted: Labourer
Contact :668-2752

Vacancy
Zoe Sensational Life
Occupational
Physio Therapist
Naturopathic Doctor &
Organic Pastry Baker
Contact:660-3647

Vacancy
2 Bedrooms,
unfurnish
Call:469-5723 6643077 665-1025

Vacancy
H&H
One Sales Clerk
Contact: 660-9790

Vacancy
One Barber
Male or Female
Contact: 664-0256

Vacancy
R & B Farming
One Farmer
Contact: 668-9094

New Generation
Heavy Equipment
Seeking a heavy
equipment operator
Contact: 665-2310

Vacancy
New Generation
Heavy Equipment
Seeking a heavy
equipment operator
Contact: 665-2310

Vacancy
M&K Construction
& Wood Work
Mason & Joiner
With a Manual
Driver Licences
Contact: 668-1458

Vacancy
Handyman need.
Building maintenance
3 Kings Services
contact 665-1926

Prem Sukh Tayloring
Needs Seamstress
Contact: 665-9708

Vacancy
NEW MILEAGE
Needs a Store Assistant
Contact:667-0988

Vacancy
Striker’s Car Rental
Needs Mechanic
Contact:469-2654
or 662-9010

Vacancy

Specilize in all
types of spiritua-l
works- sickness
Removing of
evils-Blockages
Clearances- SuccessProsperity
Reading- ECTContact + 15926305590
or Whatsapp
- +15926305590.

Vacancy

Health Plus Pharmacy
Cashier
sales clerk
Pharmacy technicians
Pharmacist
Tel:465-1072

Sharky's is seeking two
retail store supervisor
with 3 years experience.
Spanish speaking will be
an asset.Please send application to hareshsadarangani@yahoo.com

Vacancy

Vacancy

Diamond Bar
Needs a Salesperson
Contact: 660-5569

Parry’s Woodwork Ltd
Seeking Painter/
Carpenter
Contact : 469-2368
or 663-2259

Vacancy

Vacancy

New Vibes Real Vibes
Bar & Snackette
Bartender & Cook
Telephone: 663-1751

CK’S Landscaping
Nursery Attendant/
Landscaping
Contact : 667-6155

Universal Beauty Salon
Seeking Hairdresser
& Nail Tech
Contact: 765-2969

Vacancy
Ryan Construction
Needs Carpenter
Contact: 667-6872

Vacancy
Striker’s Car Rental
Needs Mechanic
Contact:469-2654
/662-9010

Vacancy
Linkup Bar & Snackett
Seeking Cook &
Bartender with five
years experience
Contact: 660-0708
or 663-0392

Vacancy
Pop Up Spa
Seeking Nail Tech/
Massage Therapist
Please send your CV
to ccur80@gmail.com

Vacancy
Caribbean Beach & Swim Wear Ltd. is seeking 3
sale representatives . Building 15, Suite #102, Port
Zante. Contact: 662-2999 or 466-0446.

Vacancy
Survivors Bar
Shop Keeper
Contact: 668-8525

Vacancy
Available for a
LABORER
Please call
869.662.8765 MR
Brookes (Owner)
or 869.469.2744(Office)

Vacancy
Need Cleaner
Contact: 764-7900
LIQUOR LICENCES
ORDINANCE, 1906
SCHEDULE A

To the Magistrate District ‘’C’’
To the Superintendent of Police.
I, Ayshaun TysonNow residing in
Stoney Grove in the Parish of ST.
John’s do hereby give you notice
That it is my intention to apply on Today, 20th
Day of August 2019 next to the
District Magistrate At Charlestown
for a Beer Licence in respect of my
Premises in Stoney Grove
in St John’s Parish
Dated this 11th day of January, 2019.
Signed: ATyson
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FAO group to look
at protecting
Queen Conch
By Kenichi Serino

A United Nation’s
Food and Agriculture
Organisation
(FAO)
working group is looking at initiatives to
protect queen conch
sources throughout the
Caribbean region.

management measures
have been in place,” said
WECAFC
secretary
Yvette Diei-Ouadi.

“Currently it is difficult to estimate a
proper percentage of the
reduction that can be attributed only from overfishing, mainly because
queen conch population
The FAO’s Western status remains unknown
Central
Atlantic in several countries.”
Fishery
Commission
to
a
(WECAFC) met ear- According
lier this month to discuss WECAFC statement,
queen conch, including queen conch is imporhow to get more infor- tant to local culture and
is a “key source of livemation about stocks.
lihoods” for as many
“Queen Conch is a as 20,000 small fishervery old fishery, over- men throughout the
fishing was the main Caribbean region.
cause for initial reduction, but in the last The organisation said
couple of decades many that the “commonly

quoted” 7,800 tonnes of
conch meat harvested a
year is “far from being
accurate”.
“This amount is believed
to be underestimated
A United Nation’s Food and Agriculture working group has called for the creation of a
since national producregional fisheries management organisation to help manage fishing, including queen
tion data is lacking in
conch.
many countries,” said
populations gap” in queen conch
income from trade and conch
Diei-Ouadi.
food security,” reads the throughout the region. fisheries.
The group suggested
According to WECAFC, WECAFC statement.
these recommendations She noted that the workillegal fishing, unsustainable harvesting practices Diei-Ouadi said that could be achieved in part ing group was made up
and poor understanding some recommendations by establishing a region- mostly of fisheries biolof fisheries have caused have already been made, al fisheries management ogists who have agreed
to “mainstream” sociothe decline of the queen mostly around helping organisation.
economic expertise.
conch stocks throughout WECAFC understand
queen conch harvesting “Data is essential for
the region.
resource “This should address isin the region better such informed
“Despite these factors, as getting more fisheries management decision sues that provide incenthe trend can be reversed data and understand- making, but as well for tives to fishers for better
if sound effective man- ing the processing of monitoring the fishing engagement in manageagement measures are the meat. Also recom- effort,” said Diei-Ouadi ment and conservation
put in place, which will mended is developing who called the lack of measures enforcement,”
also enhance national guidelines for surveying information a “critical Diei-Ouadi said.
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Hurricane Relief Fund
Working for you…

RENOVATION OF EARLY
CHILDHOOD CENTERS

EMPLOYMENT
ACROSS FEDERATION

REPAIR OF
HOUSES OF WORSHIP

RENOVATION
OF SCHOOLS

Thousands of families served…
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NRP #10 candidate left out of party events
as his new deputy
chairperson. Sharon
Hobson was elected as
the new party treasurer, Tammie Farrel became the new assistant
treasurer and Chanelle
Last October, the NRP Pinney Myers was
hosted its party con- made the new party
vention at the Jessups organiser.
Community Centre.
Hector was elected as The convention was
party leader over Daly, held months after forwho secured the first mer party leader and
vice president position. lone NIA seat-holder
Hanley was elected as the Hon Joseph Parry
second vice president. made known his intenNisbett was elected as tion to step down as
the new chairperson leader after 30 years in
and Dr. Andrea Bussue public service.
ever considered running
independently,
Hanley said that it has
crossed his mind but
for now he is the NRP
candidate .

By Monique Washington

Nevis Reform Party
(NRP) candidate for
Constituency
#10
Bjorn Hanley is fired
up to represent the
party in coming elections…but he would
like to be included in
party events.
“I am ready at any
time. Any time elections are called I am
ready. I am fired up
and ready to go whether it’s tomorrow, next
month, next year. It
doesn’t matter, the results are going to be
Nevis Reform Party leaders Robelto Hector, Patrice Nisbett, Hensley Daniel and
Kalvin Daly pose while attending a church service
the same. It’s going to
be a landslide victory
Reformation constituency decided
over in constituency and #11, Kelvin Daly Nevis
10,” Hanley told The and Patrice Nisbett Party by the party con- to nominate someone
stituency branch. I was else before the next
respectively.
Observer.
voted as the candi- election.
However, Hanley was But Hector said that date for Constituency
not included in recent the party have not yet Number 10. As it “They would have to
events by NRP includ- named a candidate for stands I am the NRP go back to the same
constituency branch
candidate,” he said.
ing radio interviews Nevis #10.
who voted for me in
and visiting villages
around the island as However, in October The Observer con- Gingerland and that
well as the sick and of last year the NRP tacted Hector about branch will have to
candidacy choose another candiconstituency branch Hanley’s
shut-ins.
for St. Georges nomi- but were not able to re- date for me to be reThe Observer recently nated the 35-year-old ceive a response at the placed. But as it stands
spoke to NRP leader Hanley as the candi- time of going to press. I am the candidate
to represent them,”
Robelto Hector who date for #10.
Hanley said the only Hanley said.
identified candidates
in the next general “I was nominated as way he would not repelection for Nevis #9 the candidate for the resent the party is if his When questioned if he

Nevis Reform Party candidate for #10 Bjorn Hanley

NIA to look at Fountain to
Mt. Lily road rehabilitation
By Monique Washington

Brand said.

Brand said the NIA believed that it was important to have the design for that stretch of road
completed while Surrey Paving was on the
ground in Nevis working on another project, the
Island Main road from Cotton Ground to Cliff
Minister in charge of Public Works Spencer Dwellers.
Brand said the NIA have asked Surrey Paving to
The NIA had previously awarded an EC $6.5
present a design for that stretch of road.
million rehabilitation road project to Surrey
“We have asked them to, while they are on Paving to complete the Cotton Ground to Cliff
the ground, to have a look at the Cades Bay to Dwellers project.
Fountain to Mt. Lily stretch of road. We would
hope that they can do the necessary field work Initially, the road project would have covered from Cotton Ground to Vance Amory
come up with a design,” said Brand.
International Airport but the quoted cost by sev“Whenever the Premier (Mark Brantley) decides eral companies was much more than the NIA had
to tell me that he finds the money then we can budgeted. The NIA decided instead to divide the
probably deal with that section at a later date,” project in two phases.
The Nevis Island Administration (NIA) is considering another road refurbishment, this one
from Cades Bay to Fountain to Mt. Lily.

Public Works Minister Spencer Brand
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Music
Festival
announces
travel plan
By Loshaun Dixon

The St. Kitts Music
Festival has announced
plans that will govern
the traffic arrangement
for the festival, now less
than two weeks away.
The music festival will
be held at a new venue
at the Kim Collins
Athletic Stadium in Bird
Rock. Organisers have
released a new plan to
ensure a smooth flow
of traffic in and around
the stadium including
some changes that will
be implemented.
The Music Festival announced that traffic will

flow in one direction
along the streets around
the stadium with the
exception of Bird Rock
road where traffic will
be permitted to flow in
both directions. Only
emergency
vehicles
and vehicles transporting artistes and other
performers will be permitted along the road
immediately east of the
stadium while general
traffic will use the next
street up. Street parking
around the stadium, in
particular on Bird Road,
will be prohibited. Two
main public parking
sites have been identified. The ECCB parking lot and the open area
immediately north of

Photo of travel plan for the area during the St. Kitts Music Festival

the stadium have been be provided inside the
designated as the public stadium but only persons with appropriate
parking lots.
car passes will be given
The organisers said access to these parking
there would also be spots.
a free shuttle service
provided to transport A portion of the road
patrons from the ECCB leading to the Port
parking site to the event Authority will be reserved for public service
site every night.
vehicles only and traffic
Limited parking will signs will be positioned

to indicate road closures
and parking restrictions.
Traffic wardens and police officers will be on
hand to ensure parking
is orderly and enforce
restrictions.
Organisers also warned
that a towing service
will also be on hand
to assist in keeping the
roads free of parking.

Restrictions will take
effect from 6pm nightly
until 45 minutes after
the show.
This year’s Music
Festival is set to feature
top local, regional and
international acts headlined by Buju Banton,
Ella Mai and Smokey
Robinson
among
others

Fast action
saves lives of
family escaping
Charlestown fire
in the front room and my
brother came and told me that
he smells something burning.
“We got out with the clothes I asked him like what, he said
“We escaped with the clothes on our back.” The Grant family lost all of their possessions in the Tuesday
“something burning” and
on our back.”
fire
he pointed to my room,” reresponded to the blaze on
out of the house,” Akash said. our back,’” he said.
Those are the words of Akash counts Akash.
Low Street in Charlestown
Grant, who helped his mother
and five-year-old brother es- “When I opened the door, He said that the fire moved Akash said his mother has no on Tuesday.
cape a blaze which consumed I noticed fire coming from through the part concrete, phone and is attempting to
“They discovered a one story
their home in Charlestown on one of the sockets. I went for part wood building very recover from the fire.
concrete and wooden, twosome water and throw it on quickly and they were unable
Tuesday.
“Right now she is just trying bedroom house occupied by
it and it kind of die down so to take any personal items.
to get back all of her docu- Shazena Grant and two chilThe Observer spoke to Akash I went for some more. I was
at Alexandra Hospital, where panicking so I wasn’t think- “My mom wanted to get her ments that she would have dren on fire.”
important documents from a lost. She is very stressed out,”
the young man is recovering ing straight.”
Fire and rescue services were
drawer but it was too late,” he said.
from a burn on his left shoulable extinguished the fire but
“When I came back the fire Akash said.
der from the fire.
According to a statement the house was completely
was much bigger. The fire
Akash said he, his brother was growing and I knew we All of the family’s belong- issued by the Royal St destroyed. Investigations into
and mother were at home didn’t have much time so I ings perished in the fire “We Christopher and Nevis Police the fire are ongoing.
when the fire began. “I was called my mom and we got got out with the clothes on force , fire and rescue services
By Monique Washington
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Cayon marks Whit Monday
with Green Valley
By Loshaun Dixon

surrounding communities braved the heat and
hot sun to celebrate,
starting with Jouvert
morning at St. Mary’s
Park through the streets
of the community from
about 5am to 11am
when the police brought
the proceedings to a halt
to the music of Kollision
Band.

Hundreds of individuals intoxicated by music and beverages mixed
with a strong community
spirit, good weather and
dressed up in costumes
was the way the Cayon
community celebrated
their Whit Monday and
the end of the Green
The Jouvert was for
Valley Festival.
the most part peaceFor almost six hours, ful except for a few
residents of Cayon and people who became too

intoxicated and started
some minor incidents,
but these were quickly
quelled by the police.
The Jouvert featured two
main troupes dubbed the
“Presidential Family”
and “Unruly.”
A mere four hours later
after the end of Jouvert,
revellers returned to
St. Mary’s Park for another journey across
the Cayon landscape
this time dressed in the

players from all generations in Cayon including one group dressed
as construction workers “rebuilding the
The parade featured community” and othmore than a half doz- ers depicting various
en troupes includ- aspects of life in the
ing an Explorers Bull Green Valley.
Troupe,
Mummies,
Masquerades, Dynasty The parade wound
and the Green Valley it way through the
Fantasy Revellers as streets of Cayon and
climaxed at Maynard’s
well as a youth group.
Park at around 8pm.
The parade also featured individual mas The Green Valley
costumes of the various
troupes performing in
front of hundreds who
lined the parade route.

Festival kicked off
on June 1 and ended
on Monday and featured events such
as a Gospel concert, Cultural Night,
Glow Parade and a
Goddess with Curves
Pageant among other
activities.
Green Valley Festival
2019 was celebrated
under
theme
“Community, Culture
and Everything in
Between.”

Cayon was the place to be on Monday as thousands came out to participate in the annual Green Valley Festival Jouvert and Parade of troupes

LOCAL NEWS

By Monique Washington
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Oﬃcial launch of Culturama
takes place today
organised by the Nevis
Cultural Development
Foundation.

Culturama 45 will be
officially launched today with a number of
reveals, give-aways,
performances and a
mini parade through the
streets of Charlestown.

Liburd noted that persons can expect to see
Big Drum, masquerades, jumping clowns,
folk music as well the
16 participants for the
Culturama senior pagThe launch will take eants, Mr. Kool, Ms.
place at the water-front Culture Swimwear and
in Charlestown begin- the Ms. Culture Queen
ning at 4pm. The 45th pageant.
staging of the summer festival will be He noted that the parade
held under the theme, will begin at the Nevis
‘Love, Passion , Pride Island Administration
yard in Charlestown and
. Culturama 45’.
will travel along Main
The Chairman of street to the waterfront.
Culturama
45
, Liburd said that this
Antonio
“Abonaty” year Culturmama will
Liburd said that be- be partnering with the
fore the launch begins St Kitts Music Festival
there will be a mini for the launch .
parade through the
streets of Charlestown. “We are partnering
The parade is being with the St Kitts Music

File photo of a child at a masquerade event during last year’s Culturama

will also be performing.
The festival will be officially launched by the
minister with responsibilities for culture, Hon.
“We will have some Eric Evelyn,” he said
Liburd said that repre- speeches, a number of
sentatives of the music Soca artist that will par- Following the launch
festival will also have ticipate for Culturama will be the opening of
Festival and one of the
performers for the music festival, Melanin,
will perform during the
launch,” he said.

give-a-ways. The public will also be introduced to the Mr and Ms
Talented youth pageant.

the senior calypso tent.
Several Calypsonians
will début their songs
for Culturama 45.
The festival will run
from July 25 to August
6.
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From the Supervisor of Elections.
Issue 95: Noise, just noise
Let me thank you for your patience as I took a
break from these articles over the past 3 weeks.
I was on holiday far, far away. Let me also
thank those who kept the good electoral work
and discussions going. I truly believe that each
event helped to enlighten the general public on
electoral matters.

156 registrations including/and 43 transfer
applications during the month. For complete
information, there were 132 confirmations,
124 new registrations and xx transfer requests
recorded in St Kitts and 24, sss respectively
recorded in Nevis. Of the May registrants, 27
were from Nevis. Work is ongoing.

While these events were happening, the March
Revised Monthly List was finalized and published (in May) with 156 persons being confirmed as voters. Simultaneously there were

It was also drawn to my attention that I made
grammatical errors in the notice to the public,
put out in February, about the non-printing of
cards. I apologise for my spelling errors (there

were no grammatical ones), and thank you for
helping to spread the word. One commentator
made a valid point: the notice should have invited persons to come in and register still. I
have learnt that lesson the hard way.
I must also advise that the revision of the Annual
Register is not complete. It will not be until all
of the necessary information has been obtained,
until the Court has answered a question that has
been put before it, and until all affected persons
have been notified about the decision that has
been made. The Electoral Commission is very
firm on the latter.
It is also being consistently said, and always
incorrectly, that lists are not being posted on
a monthly basis as required by law. Well, the
law requires that by the 15th of each month, a
list of persons who registered in the month immediately preceding must be published. This
list, called the monthly list (ML) must include
people who requested transfers as well as those
who newly registered. Another list, the monthly revised list (MRV) must also be published
between the 15th day and last day of the month.
This list is the one that would have shown the
information for two months ago and was put
out as an ML for public scrutiny, and adjusted
(revised) through public input. A third list is
put out as necessary: that of transfer requests.
It is printed landscape on 11X17 paper. We can
provide the dates of all the postings.
Lists must be placed in two places per polling division. In addition, a list is available for
public scrutiny at both offices and, although not
required by law, each political party is GIVEN
a copy of each list each month. Their nominated
representative collect them and sign for them.
We have met every deadline, every month of
each year.
Let me also address the voter verification list
(VVL) aka the picture list. Read how the law
puts it: The Voter Verification List in Form 3A
shall contain all the information provided in
Form 3 along with a copy of the photograph of
the registered voter and shall be restricted to
the use of Presiding Officers and political party
agents within the polling station on election
day. Note the restriction to two sets of persons
and only on one specific day. I have no authority therefore to do anything more with respect
to the VVL.
In the face of all this intensity, we are still on
track - under the guidance of the Electoral
Commission, with the help of the public,
through the work of the staff of the electoral
offices, and by the grace of the Almighty – to
deliver one vote to each voter, thereby ensuring
fairness to all.
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St. Vincent and Grenadines
becomes smallest nation elected
to UN Security Council
St.
Vincent
and
Grenadines made history on Friday, becoming the smallest nation
to be elected to the
United Nations Security
Council.

El Salvador competed
with Saint Vincent and
the Grenadines to represent the Latin American
and Caribbean group;
and Romania lost out
to Estonia in the East
European group.

Speaking to the press
outside the General
Assembly Hall, St.
Vincent
and
the
Grenadines
Prime
Minister
Ralph
Gonsalves said the election of his country was a
“historic occasion”.
Gonsalves added that the
country of 110,000 people is committed to the
principle of sustainable
development and, as a
Small Island Developing
State in danger of inundation by rising seas, is
very concerned about
the consequences of
adverse climate change.
He said they plan on
working closely with

St. Vincent and Grenadines Prime Minister Ralph Gonsalves. The country became the
smallest nation elected to UN Security Council on Friday.

other members of the up their seats as nonpermanent members of
Security Council.
the Security Council in
St. Vincent and the January 2020, replacing
Grenadines were elect- Cote d’Ivoire, Equatorial
ed by the UN General Guinea, Kuwait, Peru
Assembly along with and Poland.
Estonia, Niger, Tunisia,
Every year, five counVietnam.
tries are elected to the
Council
The five states will take 15-member

Lung disease and
heart failure cause
of death for hiker
on Mt. Liamuiga

for a two-year term, according to a geographical rotation set by the
Assembly in 1963, to
ensure fair regional
representation.
Whilst Niger, Tunisia
and Vietnam were elected unopposed, two of the
five seats were contested:

Following a 2014
General Assembly resolution, elections to the
non-permanent Security
Council seats were
moved from October to
June, to give incoming
countries more time to
prepare for their terms,
before assuming their
responsibilities.
In a statement Prime
Minister Timothy Harris,
who is also CARICOM
chair, welcomed the
election of St. Vincent
and the Grenadines to
the Security Council
saying
the
region
was “heartened that
St. Vincent and the

Grenadines has secured
a seat on the Council at
this crucial moment in
time when the maintenance of international
peace and security has
never been more essential, particularly in light
of the political crisis that
confronts Venezuela.”
“We in the CARICOM
grouping are even more
confident now that disputes there and elsewhere will be settled
by peaceful means,
as St. Vincent and the
Grenadines’ vital voice
and vote will be a strong
champion, in accordance
with
CARICOM’s
guiding principles of
non-interference
and
non-intervention in the
affairs of states, respect
for sovereignty, adherence to the rule of law,
and respect for constitutional order and
democracy.”

Motorcyclist in
accident after
evading police
A motorcyclist was injured after he crashed while evading police on
Monday night outside of Basseterre, St. Kitts and Nevis police said.

The accident happened at about 7:15pm when the motorcyclist, Dominique
England had gone on the hike on June Greene of Old Road, was seen driving on Island Main Road by a police
4 at around 4pm. While hiking, Beattie patrol without his headlights on.
fell ill and Goodyear left to get help
but became lost on the way.
“The police attempted to stop Greene using the siren and lights but he
refused to comply,” the police said.
The duo were reported lost on Tuesday
and a search team made up of police, “While evading the police, he collided with the right rear section of motor
Resident pathologist Dr. Adrian Nunez fire and rescue services and the de- Jeep P 372 which was travelling from west to east along Cayon Street and
Quintana found that hiker James fence force began looking for them.
indicated to turn right on Cunningham Street.”
Beattie died “due to a decompensated
chronic cor pulmonale multi-focal bi- “The search team found Goodyear The Jeep was owned and driven by Learie Hobson of Shadwell Gardens.
lateral bronchopneumonia and chronic who then guided them in the direction of Beattie. He was found lying Greene sustained injuries and was taken to JNF Hospital where he was
obstruction pulmonary disease.”
motionless along the hiking trail,” said treated and discharged.
Beattie, of the United States, was the police.
found dead last week on a hiking trail
Monday’s accident comes only weeks after police announced that an invesThe district medical examiner arrived tigation had cleared them of causing the death of 20-year-old motorcyclist
near Mt. Liamuiga.
on scene, examined the body and pro- Tau Johnson. Johnson was killed in July of last year when his motorcycle
Beattie and Emily Goodyear of nounced Beattie dead.
crashed on Wellington road while evading police.
The cause of death for the U.S. hiker
who died on Mt. Liamuiga last week
was lung disease made worse by an
infection, which led to heart failure,
the St. Kitts and Nevis police said in a
statement on Tuesday.
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Supervisor of Elections defers to
government on Labour allegations
By Loshuan Dixon

replied to them.

The supervisor of elections in St. Kitts and
Nevis has refused to
comment on allegations made by the opposition Labour Party,
saying that the government has already

Last week, the Labour
Party gave a press conference in which they
reiterated their attacks
on the elections office. When contacted
by The Observer to
respond to the allegations, Supervisor of

told
The
Elections Elvin Bailey Liburd
Observer the party has
declined.
written several letters
“I have no response. about illegalities they
The government has believe are happening
already
spoken,” at the electoral office.
Bailey said.
“We have met with the
Deputy leader of the supervisor of election
St. Kitts and Nevis and done all sorts of
Labour Party Marcela things but the truth is

Supervisor of Elections Elvin Bailey

little is happening to
correct these things,”
Liburd said.
During
the
press
briefing,
Labour
Party candidate for
Constituency 4 Steve
Wrensford complained
that over 180 names
have been taken off the
voter’s list.

ranks of the Labour
movement, deliberate
but we are not going
to be frustrated. We
are going to take this
matter to court.”
However, at the last
Prime Minister’s Press
Conference, Attorney
General
Vincent
Byron said that the
necessary measures
are being undertaken
for the processing of
national identification
cards at the electoral
office.

“These names have
been taken off without the persons being
given due process.
They have not been
notified. They have not
been given the right to Byron acknowledged
appeal the objections,” there had been problems in the printing
Wrensford claimed.
of national id cards
Wrensford said that beginning in January
according to the law, 2019. this was due to
a person has the right security dongles used
to appeal within seven for printing cards had
days after receiving run out.
notice that their names
have been taken off the “When the system
was first started there
voter roll.
were some four donWrensford
claimed gles, each with 25,000
that persons who are impressions but these
registered have gone have now expired,”
to the Electoral Office Byron said.
to renew their national
identification
cards, He said that while
they have been told there had been probthe machine is not lems with the printing of new national
working.
id cards, voters could
“It’s a deliberate at- still register to vote at
tempt to frustrate the the electoral office.
CMYK
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Beloved
farmer and
cook killed
in Douglas
Estate fire
A blaze at All B’s Bar in Douglas Estate in the early hours of Thursday morning left behind wreckage and one person
dead, Cleveland “Gregory” Collins. Collins was a local farmer and cook loved by his family and co-workers.

By Kenichi Serino

A blaze at All B’s Bar in Douglas Estate in
the early hours of Thursday morning left one
person dead, Cleveland “Gregory” Collins, a
local farmer and cook loved by his family and
co-workers.
Police said they received a call about the fire
at about 3am and responded with Fire and
Rescue Services.
After the fire was extinguished, officials discovered the body of Collins, 64, laying on the
floor of the establishment.
The fire gutted All B’s Bar, leaving behind
only a caved metal roof, concrete walls and
some metal fixtures.
Standing next to the wreckage on Thursday
afternoon were a few of Collins’ family members. Eugene Collins told The Observer that
Gregory rose early every morning to do his
work as a cook at All B’s Bar before starting
his day of farm work in Douglas Estate.
His brother Forest Collins, who worked the
farm with Gregory, said cooking and farming
were two of his interests and were part of a
family tradition.
“He came from a farming family and a cooking family. He was known for making the best
johnny cakes,” said Forest Collins.
“He was everybody’s friend. A people person.
He talked to everyone and had fun. He was a
lovely spirit.”
“This is a serious loss we didn’t expect at
all,” said Collins.
The owner of All B’s Bar was not available
for comment. However, a family member
said the family had known Gregory for a long
time.
“He was a wonderful fellow who was very
much a part of our life,” she said.
“It’s just a tragic disaster.”
Police said in a statement that the scene of the
fire had been processed and items of evidential value were taken into custody. Police are
continuing their investigation into the fire.
CMYK
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